"I have a voice
gives pupils
something that
the regular
curriculum does
not. Pupils have
said it was the
favourite part of
their online
learning this
summer."
Mr Mason,
Secondary Lead
Curriculum21

PUTTING
POLITICS INTO
ACTION
WHY CHOOSE I HAVE
A VOICE?
We bring professional
political lobbying to the
classroom.
Our political literacy
programme equips
students with the tools and
knowledge they need to put
politics into action.
The programme is nonpartisan and non-issue
specific so that the toolkit
we develop remains
applicable as their politics
and priorities change over
their lifetime.

ENGAGE
students with politics by
showing them how they can
take action on the issues
that matter most to them.

EDUCATE
students on the political
system to increase their
lifelong political literacy.

EMPOWER
students to speak up and
have impact.

"LEARNING ABOUT THINGS
LIKE THIS CAN CAUSE A
YOUNG PERSON TO REALISE
THAT THEY CAN DO
SOMETHING, THAT THEY DO
HAVE A VOICE, AND THAT
THEY CAN HAVE AN IMPACT."

KORANE, NCS, REGIONAL
GRADUATE COORDINATOR

ENGAGE
EDUCATE
EMPOWER

BRITISH VALUES
Students will gain an understanding of how citizens can
influence decision-making through democratic processes;
and we will provide them with the opportunity to develop
and debate differing points of view.

CITIZENSHIP CURRICULUM KS 3 & 4

Flagship multi-session political
literacy programme: £400
Special packages available for
schools in under-represented
communities & multi-group
bookings.

100%
of the groups we have worked
with have come back.

Students will gain an understanding of the political system
at a local and national level. They will think critically about
news sources, debate and substantiate their views on
political questions and participate actively in the
democratic systems of government.

A-LEVEL POLITICS
Students will understand how different pressure groups
exert influence on government and Parliament including
think tanks, lobbyists, corporations and media by actively
lobbying using the same methods. The programme
includes a careers talk from a lobbyist and we endeavour
to arrange a talk with a local politician.

